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not God's fault , it's yours. God is going to deliver you because you are

His servants. -ot- Because He bac is going to do something for the whole world

and you are the instruments through which it is going to be done. So God is

going to deliver, but the basic problemx is not e3de-l--e-l- exile, but sin.

And some ... and that is the real . . . is to handle the sin problem. And after

the sin problem, then . and establishes his millennial kingdom. . and so we

go on and we noticed yesterday chapter 48, and chapter 48 starts in after the

marvelous picture of the deliverance from Babylon, here ... Isn't this wonderful

--we are oja God's people. . . the means through which He will
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Yesterday we spoke a littcl 1.tI little about progressive revelation, and we

noticed how God gives a sense of an ideand then He enlarges upon it, and

±then He brings it into comparison with something else. Then we have two

ideas that seem to contradict each other and we don't --seen quite see -ew---hw

how they fit together. And that.-.-r- next He gives us the capstone that connects

these two, and we see these all fit together and make one harmonious whole.

Somewhere along the way, wear are apt to feel tha t the Bible is contradictory or

there is something there that doesn't make sense, but the reason is that we haven't

got all the data yet. I think a most interesting verse that brings out this fact

is found in the first chapter of I Peter. There we have it told about the prophets

of the wh- Old Testament in I Peter 9 and following. Receiving the end of your

faith, even the salvation of your souls , of which salvation the pre- prophets

have inquired and searched diligently, who prophesied of the grace Vat should

come unto you, searchin for or what manner d time the Spirit of Christ which
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